82 chevy k10

Images are general in nature and may not reflect the specific vehicle selected. Chevrolet offered
this cab with only a single front bench seat beginning in Trim lines were also revamped, ranging
from the entry-level Custom to the Custom Deluxe, Cheyenne and top-end Cheyenne Super.
They were shuffled for , with the Scottsdale moniker replacing the Cheyenne Super as the
top-of-the-line package, while the Custom series was deleted. The next year, Chevy was back up
to four trim lines with the addition of the Silverado at the top of the series. By and large, this
remained the trim hierarchy for the remainder of series production. It proved to be a preview for
and the rest of the production run, with an all new simplified front clip, new hood, and single
plane grille. Powertrains generally continued as before, except that the cubic inch big block
replaced the previous The model year - the final year of production - saw the series designators
changed. The rear-wheel drive C-series became the R-series, then the four-wheel drive K-series
were renamed the V-series. This was done to allow for concurrent production of its replacement
early in of the all-new C and K models. For all Hagerty Insurance clients: The values shown do
not imply coverage in this amount. In the event of a claim, the guaranteed value s on your policy
declarations page is the amount your vehicle s is covered for, even if the value displayed here is
different. If you would like to discuss your Hagerty Insurance policy, please call us at Get a
Quote. Model Overview Images are general in nature and may not reflect the specific vehicle
selected. Get Financing. A Concord, NC This Chevrolet K10 Silverado 4x4 has the cool look of
an upgraded pickup. And when you combine that with a truly useful V8 power and four-wheel
drive setup, you realize that this offers a whole lot for a value price. This Chevy has a distinct
look. It starts with the black paint that offers a nice gloss. Plus, the chrome bumpers and
premium Silverado side trim are shining brightly against this. The full red pinstripe adds plenty
of sporty appeal, and the same goes for the power bulge of the cowl hood. The diamond plating
caps all around the bed add to the upgraded flair, and at the same time, they also protect the
sides for those times when you want to put this pickup to work. In fact, with the drop-in bed
liner, you don't have to be afraid of doing the chores in your classic truck. The full black
package continues inside. And we especially like the thoughtful touch of the custom red streaks
on the seats to coordinate with the exterior color theme. The newer dash pad even has red
stitching for a thoughtful look. There are other nice upgrades to make this a better driver, like
the later model Chevy sports steering wheel and additional auxiliary gauges. There's even an
updated radio for better driving music. Even with the upgrades, nothing gets in the way of the
unbeatable feeling of piloting a classic pickup. The V8 power radiates within the dark engine
bay. This is Chevy's mighty cubic-inch V8, and it has been upgraded for performance with an
Edelbrock four-barrel carburetor, Edelbrock intake, and headers that feed the sweet-sounding
low rumble of the dual exhaust with Flowmaster mufflers. The truck has a two-speed 4x4
transfer case to choose the right kind of off-road work. Even when you just stay on the
pavement, this Silverado is also good for trips through town. The power steering, power brakes
with discs up front, and three-speed automatic transmission heighten this all-around driving
package. The market for these classic Silverados is heating up, so now's your time to act on
this sleek example that you can pick up for less than a new 4x4. Call now! Classifieds Classic
Trucks Chevrolet K Cars Chevrolet K Mileage Engine 8. Doors 2. Transmission Automatic. Make
Chevrolet. Model K10 K10 Title Status Exterior Color Black. Read More Read Less. Full Name.
Email Address. I agree to receive emails from OldRide. I understand that I can unsubscribe at
any time. Privacy Policy. Send Message. Buyer Resources View All. LightStream Finance your
car. Financing options. Grundy Insurance Insure your Collector vehicle! Quote Now! Thrifty
Auto Shipping Need to ship it? Get Shipping Estimates. SpareFoot Need to store it? Rusty
Classic Cars. Rusty Classic Trucks. Memory Lane. Heads up! Highlighted items are for OEM
wheels, the rest are replacement options. Found a bug? Have a question about Chevrolet K10
wheel specs? Share your knowledge! Wheel- Size. Wheel fitment and tire size guide and
knowledge base Last Update: Feb. Search Form for vehicle model, tire size or rims Choose a tab
below to get fitment data for your vehicle or to find vehicles matching your criteria. By vehicle
what wheels will fit your car By tire size what vehicles use this tire size By rim size what
vehicles use this rim size Add Wheel Size Widget to your website New! Search by car make,
year and model. Make Year Model. Wheel Size Widget for your website! Chevrolet K10 All trims.
It is measured in millimeters. Some factory wheels have a center bore that matches exactly with
the hub to reduce vibration by keeping the wheel centered. Rim width in x rim diameter in J is
mounting flange type. ET35 is positive offset of 35mm. It is vital not to deviate too far from the
offset of the wheel originally fitted to the vehicle. PCD is measured in mm. See Alloy Wheel
fitment information for Chevrolet K10 for other model years: Try our Wheel Calculator Help us
with our new project TiresVote. Submit tire review. Your email was successfully sent. Notify
about the error in selected text Add your data and comments Send us the correct data Other.
Set an alert to be notified of new listings. Now showing page 1 of 5. Browse Category. Search

Tools. Set an Alert? Dealership Showcased. Gateway Classic Cars of Nashville is proud to
digitally present this tall and proud Chevrolet Auction Vehicle. The Chevy pickup has history
that any other company would love to have as it has continued to prove This Chevrolet K10 is
powered by a 5. This is a true Chevy K10 with the original option-based utility bed. The
corrosion-free b This freshly restored Chevrolet K10 long-bed is powered by a GM 6. This
custom K10 short-bed Fleetside 4x4 pickup has undergone a frame-off nut-and-bolt rotisser
This Chevrolet K10 short-bed 4x4 is in good condition. The interior is all-new and features a
This Chevrolet K10 has been gone through and is powered by a 6. This 4-wheel-drive Chevy K10
pickup has undergone a ground-up restoration and has been well-ma Refine Search? Also be
sure to view results in. This Chevrolet Nova has a refurbished exterior and interior and is
powered by a rebuilt ci V8 mated to a 3-speed automatic. The car is finished in Blue with a White
top and has new chrome bumpers, grille, and trim. Black vinyl front buckets are separated by a
custom center console and floor-mounted shifter and amenities includea retro-styledigital
stereo,additional speakers, and an amplifier. Additional equipment consists ofpower
steering,four-wheeldisc brakes, and new Michelin tires over Cragar SS wheels. This Novais now
offered with a clean Kansas title in the name of the seller. Power comes from a recently tuned 5.
Thefactory red cloth interior and white top are original, and the car was garage-kept under
previous ownership. This third-generation GT was acquired by the seller in andis offered with
the owner's manual, service records, and a clear Florida title. This Plymouth Prowler is a
one-owner, 33k-mileexample finished in Prowler orange pearl coat and accompanied by a
matching trailer. Power is provided by a 3. Interior features include Agateleather and Kenwood
speakers,and new staggered-width Continental tires are found at all four corners. OEM covers
for the car and trailer, an OBD meter, miscellaneous parts, a battery tender, and more are
included. One of approximately 3, produced in , this roadster is offered with 20 years of service
records and a clear Florida title in the seller's name. Power is provided by a 6. Equipment
includes a power sunroof, dual-zone climate control, heated and cooled seats, navigation,
Harmon Kardon sound, 20" Brass Monkey wheels, traction control, and much more. Thecar is
stored in a climate-controlled garage and has been started and moved every two months since
new. This Hellcat is offered by the seller with all three keys, all original purchase documents,
including the window sticker, and a clear Idaho title. Sign up for our daily newsletter. Get
Newsletter. Get our app. Help Center. About ClassicCars. Contact Us. Our Sponsors. Business
Advertisers. Career Opportunities. Read The Journal. Privacy Policy. All other trademarks are
the property of their respective owners. Our Awards x. This prestigious accolade represents the
continued growth of the company, and ClassicCars. The Stevie Awards, the world's premier
business awards recognized ClassicCars. In The Journal, brought to you by ClassicCars.
Offering a complete replacement lower bench seat cushion to replace your original one. These
have been installed several times by our staff here with no issues giving you a superior fit. Our
cushions are manufactured in the US with a precision cold cure molding process that exceeds
original quality and is fleet tested and reinforced with a tough Polypropylene mesh. Powered by
X-Cart online shopping cart. Your cart:. View cart Checkout. Find Your Items. Select Year. Select
Model. Reviews: 1. Description Reviews Comments Suitable Vehicles. Customer reviews.
Average rating:. Rating of votes 1. Please sign in to add review. Carson Haley. It is beyond very
nice to be able to refurbish my truck with parts that are just like the original parts that came on
my truck. Keep up the great American parts, very appreciated. Customers who bought this
product also bought Drop items here to shop. Drag and drop me to the cart. Add to cart.
Customers who viewed this product bought Drag and drop me to the cart. Can't subscribe you
right now. Try later. Thank you for subscribing to the newsletter! We hope you enjoy shopping
at USA1 Interiors. Offers Sale Coming soon New! All rights reserved. Welcome, Guest. Please
login or register. PART 2. The 1 ton 14 bolt The American Axle manufactured 14 bolt. This axle
gets its name It was offered with a Gov Loc posi The axle shaft spline is 30 spline, and this axle
is rated at hauling over 10, lbs. AFTER 36 years GM still offers this axle in its trucks Locking diff
was offered with Np full time 4x4. Last year Np could be ordered with auto trans. Also last year
for full convertible K5 Blazers. And the NP was only offered behind manual transmissions. This
would continue until mid This is my Scottsdale K20, it originally came with a small block
swapped out for turbo trans, Np full time 4x4, HD 44 front axle, 14 bolt 1 ton rear axle. With 4;10
gears. I swapped out the full time 4x4 drive flanges and installed the factory External bolt on
Spicer hubs. The rubber boot shown is NOT correct, it is for a equipted 4x4s. I'll explain this
later on Fast Fact The 77 model year marked the beginning of GM's 1st true 1 ton 4x4. This
came standard with dana 60 front axle, choice of turbo trans, with Np full time 4x It was around
that GM began to offer its own front axle The 79 model year was the last year for Np full time
4wd. Also GM installed a dash light for full time Np's It was not offered for Np equipted 4x4's. It
has the original motor. Axles are 10 bolt front, 12 bolt rear, with 2. Hi Loc.. The lever thread is

different GM also used a new rubber shift boot with metal ring molded into it Shown is my 79
gmc's shift lever. Shown here is a Slip yoke Np from a chevy that was bolted to a turbo. Np for
all 80 models. The Np did come with an excellent Low range ratio of 2. One of the reasons GM
switched to an aluminum T-case was for weight savings. The Np was able to shift on the fly at
up to speeds of 25mph, the range box featured a light Shown is a Np and both its driveshafts
notice the front is standard Saginaw style driveshaft The Linkage side of an Np Linkage
adjustment can be done on 's. This type of ID tag is standard on Np's and Np's. The Np lever
assembly This particular lever is out of an truck. You can tell by the type of 4x4 knob used. Gm
used it from GM's reasoning for doing this was that by lengthening its rear shaft, it did away
with the coupler inside T-case adaptor that was nessesary in previous years The SM was
offered in 32 spline only. SHown here is a Sm, this particular one came out of an 83, notice the
long tailshaft Sombody installed a Sm pattern shift knob on this. The rear tail shaft on it is much
longer than previous 4x4 's The used a very thin adaptor plate, and no coupler at all. In 81 GM
lengthened its turbo rear shaft and in doing so, this did away with either a thin adaptor plate, or
adapter housing coupler. You cannot bolt a up to a short tail shaft without modification's.
Shown here is a 4x4 turbo with adaptor out of an 81 chevy, notice the longer rear shaft. Even
then, it still got such a bad rap, that guys would jerk them out, and install 's or 's for more
reliabuility. The R4 was GM's replacement for the turbo. It was NOT offered in a 1 ton k This was
also a NEW for 82 thing. But the hubs had drawbacks. While GM was still using the Sm and
3spd on the tree Semi Float 14 bolt: This axle while less strong than its 1 ton full floater brother,
is none the less strong My Scottsdale K20, this has its original drivetrain as well, consisting of a
motor, r4,Np, 10bolt front, 14 bolt SF rear both with 3. Factory Front Tow Hooks: were optional
through the years, but many trucks were not ordered with them. By the mid 's they were
becoming more popular. These are factory GM tow hooks that were offered for GM trucks
NOTE: these tow hooks will not bolt on to earlier GM 4x4's without modifications, the front
frame rail horns are different. This sticker was used on all gm 4x4s except K30 models and also
model suburbans. It would have been used on K5 blazers and suburbans as well, even though
they had switched to the Np for both of these in It replaced the carburetor. The k5 blazer and
suburban The 1ton K30 would still be made till This new design was revolutionary in terms of
techn
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ical advanment, yet to many hard core chevy fans The IFS proved to be inferior to the older
solid front axle IFS trucks used the Np Old body style K This T-case is nearly identicle to the Np
Yet the Np has a slightly lower low range of 2. The Getrag had no granny gear, its housing was
all aluminum supposedly 1 piece aluminum. The Getrag is good for normal use, but for serious
off road abuse, it will not hold up for long. Up against the Sm GM used the getrag well into the
90s The axle housing is the same as the earlier semi float 14 bolt Last year for NP used in old
K30 body style 1 tons. The SM was still being used Unlike the Sm, which was offered in all truck
models Glad to hear that!! Ole Red is itchin' to have a little fun! I thought of the idea of taking all
your posts and merging them into one master info thread. You have so much good info here!
Pages: [ 1 ]. Powered by SMF 1. February 23, , PM. ToughBowtieTruck Ole Red is itchin' to have
a little fun! Helios Multi design by Bloc.

